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Abstract
Background: The development of second generation sequencing methods has enabled large scale DNA
variation studies at moderate cost. For the high throughput discovery of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in species lacking a sequenced reference genome, we set-up an analysis pipeline based on a short
read de novo sequence assembler and a program designed to identify variation within short reads. To
illustrate the potential of this technique, we present the results obtained with a randomly sheared,
enzymatically generated, 2-3 kbp genome fraction of six pooled Meleagris gallopavo (turkey) individuals.
Results: A total of 100 million 36 bp reads were generated, representing approximately 5-6% (~62 Mbp)
of the turkey genome, with an estimated sequence depth of 58. Reads consisting of bases called with less
than 1% error probability were selected and assembled into contigs. Subsequently, high throughput
discovery of nucleotide variation was performed using sequences with more than 90% reliability by using
the assembled contigs that were 50 bp or longer as the reference sequence. We identified more than 7,500
SNPs with a high probability of representing true nucleotide variation in turkeys. Increasing the reference
genome by adding publicly available turkey BAC-end sequences increased the number of SNPs to over
11,000. A comparison with the sequenced chicken genome indicated that the assembled turkey contigs
were distributed uniformly across the turkey genome. Genotyping of a representative sample of 340 SNPs
resulted in a SNP conversion rate of 95%. The correlation of the minor allele count (MAC) and observed
minor allele frequency (MAF) for the validated SNPs was 0.69.
Conclusion: We provide an efficient and cost-effective approach for the identification of thousands of
high quality SNPs in species currently lacking a sequenced genome and applied this to turkey. The
methodology addresses a random fraction of the genome, resulting in an even distribution of SNPs across
the targeted genome.
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The scalability and availability of highly automated geno-
typing assays for single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) has made the SNP a popular marker in genetic
linkage and association studies in a variety of species. In
humans, large-scale identification and characterization
has resulted in a repository of over 14 million SNPs [1]
that are now being used in whole genome association
studies to identify genes involved in complex genetic traits
[2-6]. The availability of a high quality reference genome
sequence and resources to perform low coverage rese-
quencing on a few individuals are prerequisites for the tra-
ditional method of whole genome SNP discovery;
genomic sequences of different individuals are aligned to
a reference genome and nucleotide variation is detected
[7]. Although very effective in species whose genome has
been sequenced, such as human, cow, horse, and chicken,
for the majority of species this method of SNP discovery is
currently not feasible. Although second generation
sequencing has lowered the cost per sequenced base a
hundred-fold and allows the resequencing of complete
genomes in a fraction of the time, the size of the sequenc-
ing target still exceeds the frequently available budget. By
deep sequencing reduced representation libraries (RRL),
SNPs can be discovered and allele frequencies estimated
more economically [8]. The complexity of a pool of DNA
samples from multiple individuals is reduced by two
orders of magnitude [9] by isolating a fragment size range
of a complete endonuclease digestion. Depending on the
applied endonuclease, the obtained RRL contains hun-
dreds of thousands of fragments within the optimum size
range of the sequencing platform, equally distributed over
the genome and with a low representation of repetitive
elements. Tens of thousands of high quality SNPs can be
identified by aligning the sequence reads that result from
deep sequencing the RRL to a genome reference sequence.
This approach already has been applied to species with a
more or less completed genome draft sequence, like cow
[8], as well as on species in which genome sequencing is
ongoing, such as pig [10].
However, many species, such as turkey, are still lacking a
completely sequenced genome. Although high-through-
put sequencing technologies are rapidly evolving and
have drastically lowered the cost of whole genome DNA
sequencing, the de novo assembly of a mammalian-sized
genome remains a challenge [11]. Despite the number of
published algorithms for short fragment de novo
sequence assembly [12-16], which assembles whole
prokaryotic genomes [17,18], reconstructing the sequenc-
ing targets of hundreds of megabases will require paral-
lelization of these algorithms. Furthermore, many of these
species still lack sufficient genetic markers and linkage
maps that would aid in the ordering of the sequencing
contigs and anchoring the contigs to specific chromo-
somes. Thus, the development of an efficient method for
SNP discovery in such species is of high importance. We
provide an effective strategy for combining RRL deep
sequencing with de novo contig assembly based on next-
generation sequencing data. The key of our approach is
based on using RRLs consisting of large fragments (2-3
kbp) and random shearing. Performing high-throughput
sequencing to a sufficient depth on sheared RRL in a
pooled DNA sample in the first place enables reconstruc-
tion of the sampled genome fraction by de novo sequence
assembly. The assembled contigs subsequently serve as a
reference genome to which all short reads derived from
multiple individuals can be mapped accurately, and SNPs
can be called reliably [19].
The aim of this study was to develop an extremely cost
effective method to detect high quality SNPs in unse-
quenced genomes. We applied this method to turkey, a
species of considerable economic importance, and used
the genome of a closely related species, chicken [20-22],
to benchmark our approach.
Results
RRL preparation
We prepared a pooled DNA sample consisting of DNA
samples from six turkey individuals. A RRL was prepared
by digesting the pooled DNA sample with Sau3A and iso-
lating the fragments in the size range of 2-3 kbp. This frac-
tion consists of an estimated 5-6% of the turkey genome.
The turkey genome has a high similarity to the chicken
genome and is approximately the same size (~1.2 Gbp).
Therefore, the isolated 5-6% fraction of the turkey
genome represents approximately 62 Mbp. This estimate
was confirmed by selecting all 2-3 kb fragments of an in
silico Sau3A digest of the chicken genome build
WASHUC2, which resulted in a total of 27,025 fragments
representing 63.4 million bases. The turkey RRL was
sequenced using the Illumina sequencing technique [23]
after random shearing of the isolated Sau3A fragments.
The resulting data set of short sequence reads forms the
basis for contig assembly, providing sufficient sequence
context flanking the SNPs to allow for the subsequent
development of SNP genotyping assays.
DNA sequencing and sequence filtering
We generated 114 million sequence reads of turkey
genomic DNA using the Illumina Genome Analyzer. The
resulting 36 bp sequence reads were trimmed to 32 bp
because of the decay in base-call quality observed after the
32nd base. Subsequent removal of sequence reads with
non-called bases resulted in almost 108 million reads,
providing an estimated 56-fold coverage of 5-6% of the
turkey genome. We used Sau3A to generate the RRL and,
as expected, we observed that a fraction of the sheared
DNA fragments started with the GATC restriction tagPage 2 of 11
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expected. We discarded 984,258 reads tagged as repeat by
RepeatMasker [24]. Reads that were, based on the theoret-
ical coverage, over-represented more than four times were
also removed because of their likeliness to resemble repet-
itive sequences or to represent duplicated regions in the
turkey genome. Besides not being able to properly recon-
struct repeats without mate-pair information at this low
genome coverage, we also wanted to avoid false SNP pre-
dictions due to paralogous sequences. To improve the
accuracy of the turkey genome assembly and reliably pre-
dict SNPs on the assembled contigs, data were screened
for quality by applying a maximum sequencing error tol-
erance for reads with a single representation. For assembly
purposes, we only tolerated one sequencing error per 100
bases, whereas one error per ten bases was tolerated in the
reads used for SNP detection. After removing repetitive,
overabundant, and low quality sequences with a single
representation, almost 27 million reads (864 million bp)
corresponding to 8.6 million unique sequences remained
for contig assembly. For SNP detection purposes, almost
33 million reads (1.05 billion bp) corresponding to 13.8
million unique sequences passed our thresholds.
Reference genome construction
For the actual SNP detection, a required reference genome
was constructed by first performing de novo short read
sequence assembly. Available de novo assemblers were
SSAKE [12], SHARCGS [13], Edena [14], Velvet [15], and
ALLPATHS [16]. Likely because of the large genome target
and relatively high error rate of 1% ALLPATHS and
SHARCGS showed an unfeasible large memory footprint
and runtime. Probably because of the relatively low
genome target coverage (14×) Velvet did return only 24
assembled sequence contigs all of which had a more than
15× coverage. Although Edena assembled contigs compu-
tationally more efficiently, SSAKE resulted in a higher
number of assembled sequences and longer sequence
contigs (Table 2). Based on these results, the final assem-
bly of the reference genome was performed with SSAKE.
Using SSAKE [12], we assembled 36,163,074 bp into
627,600 short sequence contigs, with an average coverage
of 9.52 and an N50 of 53 bp using the default assembly
parameters. The quality of the reference genome assembly
was estimated by mapping the short sequence contigs of
at least 50 bp (further referred to as c50) to the draft
genome sequence of chicken, the most closely related spe-
cies [20-22] for which a genome sequence is available. As
a benchmark, we used 20,000 publicly available turkey
BAC-end sequences (BES) (Table 3). Direct alignment of
the 35 bp Illumina reads resulted in the unique alignment
of approximately one-third of the sequences. This fraction
of turkey sequences uniquely aligning to the chicken
genome steadily increased with increasing contig length,
until reaching a maximum of 73% for contigs in the size
range of 100-150 bp. At contig lengths above 150, this
percentage gradually decreases dropping below 10% for
contigs of 1000 bp and larger. The short sequence contigs
and BES within the size range of 100-300 bp had compa-
rable mapping statistics. The observed trend of a decrease
in alignment for the larger assembled contigs was not
observed for the BES. The distribution of the assembled
contigs across the turkey genome was evaluated by align-
ing the contigs against the chicken genome. The contigs
were distributed uniformly across the genome (Figure 1
and Additional file 1). The mapping results were subse-
quently used to further improve the assembly by merging
contigs that mapped to adjacent or overlapping locations
on the chicken genome. Merging of these contigs resulted
in a more contiguous reference sequence and an increase
in the average size of the assembled contig (this assembly
is further referred to as c50ca). We detected 15,754 adja-
cent or overlapping contigs, 13,695 identical overlaps,
and 24,593 contigs in total were merged into 10,898 big-
ger contigs, representing 2,072,380 nucleotides and a N50
of 198 bp. Finally, we further extended our turkey refer-
ence genome (referred to as c50caB) by including the pub-
licly available BES. A total of 5,831 BES (2,840,087 bp)
with 49,638 short sequence contigs (4,032,887 bp)
assembled into 8,526 new contigs with a total sequence
length of 3,022,857 base pairs. The remaining 38,957,511
bp of the genome sequence was represented by 578,885
singletons. The BES, as well as all contigs from the
extended assembly, were aligned to the chicken genome
sequence by using BlastZ [25] to predict their distribution
within the turkey genome (Figure 1 and Additional file 1).
SNP discovery
We aligned 32,941,906 reads (Table 1) to each of the
three reference genomes described above (c50, 50ca, and
Table 1: Summary of DNA sequence filtering results.
Filter applied1 Pass Filter (%) GATC start (%)
Pre-selection l32 n. 107888201 94.48 24.78
Assembly l32 n. q20 o230 27979963 24.50 46.64
SNP l32 n. q10 o230 32941906 28.84 40.23
1 sequences are filtered for length 32, without base-call errors (n or .). Singly represented reads are required to have a per base-call quality score of 
20 (assembly data set) or 10 (SNP data set). Sequences more than four times overrepresented, based on the expected 56× coverage, were 
discarded.Page 3 of 11
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an approximately uniform distribution of nucleotide var-
iation over the 32 bp reads using reference c50 (Figure 2).
Putative SNPs within sequence clusters with a sequence
depth less than four times the maximum theoretical cov-
erage (58×), and in which the minor allele was repre-
sented at least three times, were recorded. Using these
parameters, we identified 7,617 SNPs residing in 6,696
contigs out of the 209,623 contigs of the c50 reference. By
using the C50ca assembly, 321 additional SNPs were
detected (Table 4); furthermore, the fraction of SNPs with
a sufficient flanking sequence increased considerably.
Finally a further increase in the number of SNPs was
achieved by using the reference assembly that included
the BES (c50caB). This reference consisted of 192,731
contigs of which 7,952 contained one or more SNPs.
Putative SNPs detected in uniquely mapped reference
sequence contigs were plotted along the chicken chromo-
somes. Alignment with the chicken genome showed that
the identified putative SNPs were distributed uniformly
across the genome (Figure 3).
Validation
The application of the chicken reference genome in the
improvement of our turkey reference, in which turkey
contigs were merged based on comparative alignment
results, requires conservation between these two
genomes. Chicken and turkey genome conservation was
determined by performing PCR amplification with for-
ward and reverse primers designed on 13 neighboring
short read turkey contigs aligning up to 0.5 kb apart on
the chicken genome. As a control, PCR was performed on
the corresponding chicken DNA target for which addi-
tional primer pairs were developed in the case that the tur-
key primers were not cross species applicable (Additional
file 2). The resulting PCR products on the turkey genome
were compared with corresponding amplification prod-
ucts obtained on the chicken genome; they were approxi-
mately the expected length based on the chicken genome
(Additional file 2).
The contig assembly and SNP detection procedure were
initially validated by PCR amplification and subsequent
sequencing of the fragments in the six turkey individuals
that made up the DNA pool from which the short read
sequence data set was generated. Primers were developed
on 12 contigs, each containing multiple putative SNPs. All
29 SNPs predicted on these 12 contigs were confirmed. In
addition, a further five additional SNPs were identified
(Additional file 2).
Further SNP validation was done by genotyping an ani-
mal panel consisting of 96 animals using 343 predicted
SNPs distributed uniformly over the chicken genome (Fig-
ure 3) and 41 randomly selected SNPs that did not map
uniquely to a single location in the chicken genome. A
total of 340 SNPs gave reliable genotypes in the assay, and
96% of these were polymorphic (Table 5). We observed
that SNPs predicted within contigs that uniquely mapped
to the chicken genome had a more than five times higher
chance of giving reliable genotypes than SNPs from con-
tigs that aligned to multiple locations in the genome. The
Table 2: Short read assembly results.
algorithm1 and non-default parameters
edena -c 33 -m 16 velvet 152 SSAKE
contigs 230741 24 627600
assembled reads 8965681 NA 13964267
assembly length 17487533 2812 36163074
N50 90 129 53
1algorithm versions were: edena-2.1.1, velvet_0.3, SSAKE_v2.0
2parameter applies to hash_length
Table 3: Quality estimation of turkey short read contigs based on alignment to the chicken genome.
frequency1 percentage mapping to chicken2
size contigs BES uniquely with secondary hit multiple hits total
50-70 124480 0 47 - 2 - 1 - 50 -
75-100 38382 1 53 0 2 0 1 0 56 0
100-150 25808 156 73 69 1 4 0 4 74 77
150-200 8878 226 69 78 1 6 0 4 70 88
200-300 6453 835 63 82 1 3 0 3 64 88
300-400 2372 2428 51 86 1 4 0 1 52 90
400-500 1192 6664 40 87 1 3 0 2 40 92
500-600 682 8509 30 88 1 3 0 2 31 93
600-800 688 1510 18 88 0 4 0 2 18 93
800-1000 308 54 11 83 0 0 0 2 11 85
>= 1000 380 4 6 80 1 0 0 20 7 100
1 frequency in which contigs and BES (in italics) occurred per size category
2 per size category percentage of contigs and BES (in italics) that mapped to the chicken genomePage 4 of 11
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minor allele frequency (MAF) observed in the six animals
represented in the discovery pool, and the MAF based on
all 96 genotyped individuals are shown in Additional file
3. The average MAF of all successfully typed SNPs was
0.28, and the average heterozygosity in the individuals
typed was 0.35. The correlation between MAC and MAF
was 0.69 in the six animals that made up the discovery
pool.
Discussion
Next generation sequencing
Our large-scale nucleotide variation study on the turkey
genome, including a partial assembly of a reference
genome, demonstrates that short fragment second-gener-
ation sequencing of randomly sheared large fragment
RRLs is an efficient and cost-effective approach for SNP
discovery, providing thousands of high quality SNPs, even
in the absence of an available genome sequence. This
approach combines the advantages of using an extremely
cost-effective sequencing platform with the ability to pro-
vide SNP sequence context by short fragment assembly.
The sequence context provided by this SNP detection
approach makes this the ideal method for the develop-
ment of SNP assays on a variety of genotyping platforms
for all species without sequenced genomes.
We had to discard nearly 75% of our sequence data to
meet quality constraints for the sequence assembly (Table
1). This was in pair due to suboptimal sequence densities
resulting in suboptimal clustering on the tiles of the Illu-
mina Genome Analyzer (see methods section), resulting
in poor sequence quality and low sequence output. On
top of this, a relatively large proportion (about half of the
sequences passing our quality thresholds) started with the
endonuclease cleavage site. The underestimation of this
Distribution of short read turkey contigs, turkey BES, and SNPs on chicken chromosome 4Figure 1
Distribution of short read turkey contigs, turkey BES, and SNPs on chicken chromosome 4. In black, short read 
contigs <100 bp; in blue, short read contigs ≥ 100 bp; in red, BES; in yellow, BES-short-read contigs; and in green, SNPs. On the 
X-axis, the chicken genome in 200 kb intervals. On the Y-axis, the frequency of mapped turkey features for a specific chicken 
genome interval.
Table 4: Overview of SNPs identified.
nt flanking sequence1
reference2 Contigs SNPs 40/40 20/20 2/40 
c50 209623 7609 2254 5218 6454
c50ca 195928 7930 2760 5636 6834
c50caB 192731 11287 5620 8902 10125
140/40 refers to SNPs that are flanked on both sides by at least 40 
nucleotides of genomic sequence.
20/20 refers to SNPs that are flanked on both sides by at least 20 
nucleotides of genomic sequence.
2/40 refers to SNPs that have at least 2 nucleotides flanking sequence 
on one side and at least 40 nucleotides on the other.
2c50 refers to reference genome consisting of short read contigs of 
50 bp or more
c50ca is extended genome assembly based on chicken alignment
c50caB is extended genome assembly based on chicken alignment and 
turkey BES.
Distribution of nucleotide polymorphisms across 32 bp genome analyzer readsFigure 2
Distribution of nucleotide polymorphisms across 32 
bp genome analyzer reads. The X-axis represents the 32 
base sequence read. On the Y-axis is the cumulative number 
of identified SNPs per base position of the sequence read.Page 5 of 11
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subset was most likely caused by sequencing errors in the
first four bases of a read. Stringent filtering of reads
revealed the real ratio and provided a higher quality data
subset, but lowered the total theoretical coverage of our
sequencing target to 10×. To avoid this observed bias
towards the ends of the RRL fragments, an option is to
dephosphorylate the ends of the RRL restriction fragments
prior to random shearing and ligation to the sequencing
adaptors. We were only able to assemble roughly 60% of
our sequencing target covered by our RRLs, most likely
due to the limited sequence depth (10×) of our final data
set after using stringent quality thresholds. The recent
addition of paired end sequencing to second generation
sequencing, the increased read length and the predicted
further increase in sequence length and tens of gigabases
of useful sequence data per machine run in the near future
[23,26], will allow more efficient sequence assembly. This
will result in increased coverage of the sequence target and
an increased contig length of the assembled sequences, at
lower costs. An improved assembly allows a substantial
increase in the number of SNPs identified, as well as a
considerable increase in the number of SNPs for which a
genotyping assay can be designed. Another strategy to
increase the number of assayable SNPs would be to use
combination of two different sequencing platforms, such
Distribution of 6,134 SNPs that mapped uniquely to the genome, 343 of which were selected for validationFigure 3
Distribution of 6,134 SNPs that mapped uniquely to the genome, 343 of which were selected for validation. In 
blue, 5,791 putative SNPs identified using the c50caB reference sequence and mapping uniquely to the chicken genome; in 
red, 343 uniquely mapping putative SNPs selected for validation. On the X-axis, the chicken genome in 1 Mb intervals. On the 
Y-axis, the frequency of mapped putative turkey SNPs for a specific chicken genome interval.
Table 5: SNP performance statistics.
SNP performance 384 selected SNPs
Mapped (343) % Unmapped (41) %
polymorphic 304 88.6 20 48.8
monomorphic 12 3.5 4 9.8
not working 27 7.9 17 41.5
Genotyping performance of 343 SNP discovered in short read contigs that were uniquely mapped on the chicken genome and 41 SNPs discovered 
in contigs that were not, or not uniquely, mapped on the chicken genome.Page 6 of 11
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(454) are being used for reference construction and short
reads provide the necessary sequencing depth to detect
nucleotide variation.
Benchmarking and improving
We showed that the genome sequence of a closely related
species can be used for benchmarking the assembled con-
tigs, the genome coverage and can further improve the ref-
erence assembly by merging contigs mapping to an
adjacent location on the genome of that particular species.
In the case of turkey, we applied this cost-effective strategy
by using the likewise Galliform genome of the chicken.
Previous studies indicate that chicken and turkey karyo-
types (common ancestor ~28 MYA) have undergone rela-
tively very few chromosomal rearrangements during
evolution compared to mammals [20]. Moreover, results
of cross species hybridisation studies and comparative
genomics suggest that chicken an turkey share a high
sequence identity [20-22] which makes the chicken
genome sequence usable to benchmark the turkey refer-
ence assembly.
An assessment of the quality of our assembled turkey con-
tigs was done by mapping the contigs to the chicken
genome and comparing the results with the alignment sta-
tistics of turkey BES of the same size range. The results
indicate that the contigs up to 300 bp, in general, are of
good quality and that turkey BES share high sequence
identity with the chicken genome. The comparison
between the assembled contigs and BES indicate that most
of these contigs represent valid sequences of the turkey
genome. At increasing contig length, the number of
sequences that align uninterrupted to a unique location in
the chicken genome declines, dropping below 10% for
contigs in the size range of 1000 bp. The fact that this
decline is not observed for the turkey BES indicates that it
is not due to small indels between the chicken and turkey
sequences, but that this is an artifact caused by the assem-
bly. These results indicate that at increasing contig
lengths, the chance of mis-assemblage by SSAKE increases
exponentially. However, because most SNP typing assays
make use of the sequences directly flanking the SNP, this
will only have a small effect on the success rate of the gen-
otyping assays. At total of 7609 SNPs were identified on
the assembled short read contigs of which 84% was
flanked by sufficient sequence to allow probe design in a
genotyping assay. To make the turkey reference more con-
tiguous we used the chicken genome to identify contig
pairs that uniquely mapped adjacent to each other, show-
ing a small overlap. In 87% of these cases, overlapping
contigs appeared to have identical sequences within the
overlapping region. Although biased by the alignment
algorithms used, which remove unaligned tailing ends of
contigs, our comparative assembly results suggest that the
mapped contigs are of a constant high quality and can be
mapped with high accuracy. Therefore, these results allow
the merging of the smaller contigs, resulting in a signifi-
cant increase in the average length of the assembled turkey
contigs. The resulting reference sequence appeared to be
beneficial in the identification of SNPs and, in particular,
increased the number of SNPs with sufficient flanking
sequence for designing a genotyping assay. This benefit is
clearly illustrated by the 4% increase in the total number
of SNPs identified and 22% increase in SNPs with at least
40 bp of flanking sequence on both sides. The alignment
of the turkey contigs with the highly similar chicken
genome also turned out to be a good predictor of genotyp-
ing success rates for the SNPs (Table 5). The SNPs located
on turkey contigs that aligned to more than a single loca-
tion on the chicken genome appeared more likely to fail
in the genotyping assay than SNPs located on uniquely
aligning turkey contigs which is probably because these
are likely to contain duplicated sequence or repetitive
sequences of the turkey genome. Repetitiveness of turkey
and chicken genome sequences were compared by apply-
ing the IR [27] algorithm on the available turkey BES (9,9
Mb) and 20,000 (8,3 Mb) chicken genomic sequences
randomly selected from the NCBI database (data not
shown). Obtained non-normalised Ir values suggest that
the turkey genome is slightly less repetitive (0.6247) than
the chicken genome (0.7126). The average Ir for the
chicken genome was 0.3905 and ranged from 0.0793 in
chromosome 19 to 1.3419 in chromosome 16. Compared
to other eukaryotes like Human, Mouse and Arabidopsis
[27] the chicken genome is at least three times less repeti-
tive which is in line with the results of a previous study in
which repeats were computationally identified on the
chicken genome [28]. This lower level of repetitiveness is
beneficial for the genotyping success rate because of the
lower occurrence of false SNP predictions due to repetitive
genomic regions.
To further maximize the number of identified SNPs, the
available turkey BES were added to the reference genome.
Again, these additional sequences not only resulted in the
identification of an additional 3357 additional SNPs, they
also increased the number of SNPs with a sufficient
amount of flanking sequence. The assembly of short read
contigs and BES resulted in, at least, a 25% reduction of
sequence redundancy in the assembled short read contigs.
Removal of sequence redundancy in the reference genome
is beneficial for downstream SNP detection because of the
reduction in the number of sequence reads being assigned
ambiguously to multiple locations on the reference
genome during the alignment. SNPs predicted within
sequence clusters containing these ambiguously mapped
reads are indistinguishable from falsely predicted SNPs
due to the clustering of paralogous sequences and thus
discarded.Page 7 of 11
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Our conservative approach requiring a minimal MAC of
three was designed to minimize false positive SNP discov-
ery and, consequently, ignored large numbers of less
abundant true nucleotide variations. The five additional
SNPs we identified by PCR and sequencing that were not
previously detected in silico are a typical consequence of
applying a minimum redundancy cut-off. However, the
selection for SNPs with a MAC of at least three drastically
reduces the chance that sequencing errors are considered
an SNP. Keeping the number of false positives as low as
possible in general is more important than maximizing
the number of SNPs. True nucleotide variation might also
be lost during sequence assembly in which contigs are
extended by a read only if the consensus base ratio is 0.6
or more. Single nucleotide polymorphisms with a MAF
higher than 0.4 very likely break the contig extension; for
this reason, they will only be detected on the tailing ends
of assembled contigs. The absence of sequence context on
one side of these polymorphisms further hampers the
alignment of additional reads to form deep sequence clus-
ters meeting the minimum allele count constraint applied
during SNP detection. This concept explains the increase
in the number of SNPs discovered on the extended refer-
ence genome though the number and total number of
base pairs covered decreased. The occurrence of a few
SNPs with an estimated MAC higher than 0.4 can be
explained by a lower MAC in the assembly data subset
compared to the MAC in the SNP detection data subset.
Conclusion
Our strategy of assembling a reference genome from short
next-generation sequences of a randomly sheared RRL of
pooled genomes, followed by subsequent SNP detection
by aligning the same short reads against this reference
genome, is a cost-effective and efficient method for the
high rate discovery of SNPs in species with unsequenced
genomes. The availability of a closely related sequenced
genome is not a requirement but comparative mapping
facilitates the selection for high quality SNPs. Our com-
parison with the chicken genome further suggests that the
high quality SNPs identified in this report most likely
cover the complete turkey genome and provide the first
large SNP resource for genetic studies in turkey.
Methods
Library construction
Genomic DNA was extracted from the blood of six unre-
lated F0 individuals from a male and a female turkey line,
selected for growth and reproduction characteristics
respectively, three samples from each line. The selection
of the restriction enzyme was based on the 10 to 20-fold
reduction of genome complexity in the 2-3 kb size region
run on a 1.5% agarose gel. Ten enzymes were tested
(Sau3A, XhoI, AvaI, MspI, SacI, KpnI, SalI, AluI, TagI; New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA); of which, Sau3A was
finally selected to make the Turkey RRL because of good
digestion performance and a desired 5-6% fraction of the
genome in the 2-3 KB size range. In total, 100 μg of the
pooled DNA was digested using 1,000 units of the restric-
tion enzyme Sau3A in a total volume of 240 μl. The
digested pooled DNA sample was fractionated on 1.5%
low melting point agarose gel at 100 V for 3 hours and
stained with ethidium bromide. The 2-3 kb sized fraction
was sliced out of the gel, melted, and loaded on a new
1.5% low melting agarose gel for another fractionation at
100 V for 1 hour. The 2-3 kb fraction was sliced out of the
gel and the DNA was recovered by β-Agarase-I treatment,
purified by phenol-chloroform extraction, and precipi-
tated with 2-propanol. DNA was dissolved in TE with a
concentration of 50 ng/μl. The isolated DNA was ran-
domly sheared, end-repaired, and prepared using the Illu-
mina Sample preparation kit [29].
Sequencing
Five picomole aliquots of the library were processed with
the Illumina Cluster Generation Station (Illumina Inc.,
USA) following the manufacturer's recommendations.
The Illumina IG Genome analyzer (Illumina Inc., USA)
was programmed to produce a theoretical fixed read
length of 36 bp. Images were collected over 4,040 tiles,
each of which contained 685-41,954 clusters.
Sequence filtering and reference assembly
Reads were trimmed to 32 bp, and reads with an occur-
rence of more than four times the theoretical coverage
were discarded. Two data sets were created; one was the
assembly data set and the other the SNP detection data
set. In the SNP detection data set, we required a per base
quality score of at least 10 if the read was singly repre-
sented. For the assembly data set, we required that a par-
ticular 32 bp sequence be represented two times or that
every base in the 32 bp sequence have a quality score of at
least 20.
Furthermore, the assembly data set was analyzed for
repetitive elements using RepeatMasker [24] with default
options, species chicken, and reads containing repetitive
elements were removed. Remaining reads were assembled
to short read contigs using SSAKE [12] and the default
parameters. The data set containing contigs larger than 50
bp are referred to reference genome c50.
The short read contigs (c50) were mapped on the chicken
genome with the selection criteria that a contig had to
align along 80% of its length with at least 60% identity.
Short read contigs in the size range of 50-100 bp were
mapped using Megablast [30], and short read contigs of
100 bp and longer were mapped using BlastZ [25]. Map-
ping results were parsed using a custom made Perl scriptPage 8 of 11
(page number not for citation purposes)
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with a less than 21 bp identical overlap. These identified
contigs were subsequently merged, and this data set is
referred to as reference genome c50ca.
The turkey genome reference sequence was further
extended by adding 20,388 publicly available BES of the
CHORI-260 turkey BAC library [31] to all short read con-
tigs (data set c50ca) and assembled using phrap [32] and
the default parameters. Obtained sequences larger than 50
bp were used as a turkey reference genome in the SNP
detection procedure and referred to as c50caB.
SNP detection
The SNP detection was performed with MAQ [19] (default
parameters) using the SNP detection data set and one of
the reference genomes (c50, c50ca, or c50caB). Putative
SNPs were tagged if the reads involved were mapped
unambiguously on the reference genome and the minor
allele appeared at least three times. The SNPs were dis-
carded if the depth exceeded four times the theoretical
sequence depth, the consensus quality of the SNP was less
than 30, or the best mapping read in the sequence cluster
had a mapping score lower than 60.
Validation
Validation of the assembled contigs and detected SNPs
was performed two ways.
First, PCR primers were designed for 12 contigs contain-
ing multiple SNPs using primer 3. The PCR was per-
formed in 12 μl and contained 6 μl Abgene 2× PCR
Mastermix (ThermoScientific), 60 ng template DNA, and
4 pmol of each of the two primers. The PCR cycling con-
ditions were 95°C for 5 min, 35 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 45
s at 55°C, and 90 s at 72°C, followed by a final elongation
step of 72°C for 2 min.
The PCR products of the six animals from the discovery
panel were purified using millipore PCR cleanup filter
plates (MSNU03050) and sequenced using the DETT
sequencing kit according to the manufacturer's specifica-
tions (GE Healthcare).
Unincorporated dye terminator was removed by ethanol
precipitation and analyzed on a 48-capillary ABI 3730
DNA analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Sequencing results
were further analyzed with the STADEN Package.
The second method of validation was genotyping the
SNPs using the Illumina GoldenGate® Genotyping assay
on an Illumina® BeadXpress with veraCode™ technology.
Selection criteria for the SNPs were based on the Illumine
design score (above 0.8) and MAC ranging from .5 to .15
detected by MAQ [19]. For the total 384 SNPs assayed,
including 343 SNPs equally distributed along the chicken
genome and 41 randomly selected SNPs that did not map
to a single location in the chicken genome, oligonucle-
otides were designed, synthesized, and assembled into
oligo pooled assays (OPA) by Illumina Inc. The 384 SNPs
were genotyped in 96 animals which included the six F0
animals from the discovery panel and 29 additional F0
animals and further consisted of 47 F1 animals and 14
unrelated animals derived from 2 inbred lines. Genotyp-
ing results were analyzed in Beadstudio.
The correlation between allele frequency estimated by
sequencing and genotyping was calculated over 310
observations (Additional file 3) by randomly selecting the
major or minor allele.
Availability and requirements
The SNPs identified in this study, in which the polymor-
phism is flanked by 20 bp of sequence context on each
side, have been deposited in the National Center of Bio-
technology (NCBI) SNP database (dbSNP) under submit-
ter handle WU_ABGC. NCBI_ss 142460378-142468928
excluding (142463311, 142463314, 142463316,
142463318, 142463320, 142463322, 142463324,
142463326, 142463328, 142463330, 142463332,
142466905, 142466907, 142466910, 142466912) repre-
sents predicted SNPs that were not tested in our animal
panel. Predicted SNPs that were confirmed are listed in
Additional file 3. The SNPs with less than a 20 bp
sequence context will be available upon request.
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Additional file 1
Distribution of short read turkey contigs, turkey BES, and SNPs on 
chicken chromosomes. In black, short read contigs <100 bp; in blue, short 
read contigs ≥ 100 bp; in red, BES; in yellow, BES-short-read contigs; and 
in green, SNPs. On the X-axis, the chicken genome in 200 kb intervals. 
On the Y-axis, the frequency of mapped turkey features for a specific 
chicken genome interval.
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